Empowering Teachers to Integrate Machine Learning into K-12 Scientific Discovery
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Abstract. With the recent demand to cultivate scientific mindsets in the era of Artificial Intelligence (AI), this paper investigates opportunities of integrating Machine Learning (ML) with K-12 scientific discovery. We co-designed a learning environment called SmileyDiscovery with science teachers. Preliminary findings indicate that SmileyDiscovery efficiently supports teachers to obtain ML skills and create ML-empowered scientific discovery activities.
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1 Introduction

In today’s science community, Machine Learning (ML) is considered as the new engine to accelerate knowledge discovery for major STEM domains [1]. There is a natural connection between ML and K-12 scientific practices of curriculum standards [2] through pattern identification and prediction. Although recent research sheds light on connecting ML and K-12 STEM activities [3, 4], there remains a research gap of preparing STEM teachers to utilize ML as a new learning tool to engage students with scientific discovery. This study explores opportunities and challenges of integrating ML and K-12 scientific discovery. We developed a ML-empowered scientific discovery learning environment named “SmileyDiscovery”, through the co-design research method [5] in collaboration with a science educator and eighteen K-12 teachers in a teacher training course.

2 SmileyDiscovery System Design

SmileyDiscovery extends an existing system named SmileyCluster [3] with a variety of ML-empowered scientific discovery activities. SmileyCluster aims to introduce accessible ML to K-12 students by simplifying k-means clustering through visual observation of emoji faces. It maps data to facial features and enables interpretation of patterns by arranging and overlaying emoji faces to compare similarity/dissimilarity of data within/between clusters (Fig. 1). To investigate
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meaningful learning activities aligned with curriculum standards, and specific connections between similarity-based ML and key learning processes involved in scientific discovery in K-12 classrooms, we conducted a two-phase co-design study.

**Phase 1** To explore initial ML-empowered learning activities, we collaborated with a science educator with extensive research and teaching experience of K-12 science education. We developed three scientific discovery activities in Smiley-Discovery. The topics include dynamic ecosystems, wine chemistry and breast cancer diagnosis with corresponding datasets [6–8]. SmileyDiscovery connects k-means clustering components with key scientific discovery components suggested by the How Science Works framework [9], such as linking pairwise comparison to exploration and interpreting patterns to testing hypotheses.

![Fig. 1. Highlights from SmileyDiscovery (Dynamic Ecosystems learning activity).](image)

**Phase 2** To gather feedback and develop a generalized instructional design for ML-empowered scientific discovery activities, we conducted a co-design workshop with 18 STEM teachers (3 elementary, 7 middle and 8 high school teachers) in a remote K-12 teacher training course provided by the Warner School of Education at the University of Rochester. We assigned participants to four groups based on their grade levels and conducted this study in two sessions, one week apart. In session 1, the teachers were introduced to SmileyDiscovery, and asked to complete one of the three pre-designed SmileyDiscovery activities individually, with a focus group interview at the end. In session 2, teachers worked in groups to collaboratively design a learning activity with a teaching topic of their own by customizing SmileyDiscovery features, and discussed system limitations and potential improvements to better facilitate learning and teaching.

### 3 Preliminary Findings

The pre- and post-study of learning gains show that SmileyDiscovery helps teachers obtain essential k-means clustering concepts and methods. In addition, during the co-design workshop, all four groups of teachers successfully designed ML-empowered scientific discovery activities in different STEM contexts that reflect the main scientific inquiry processes of the 5E model of scientific instruction - engage, explore, explain, elaborate and evaluate [10]. We are currently conducting an in-depth analysis of the learning activities designed by each teacher group, and feedback about limitations and potential improvements for SmileyDiscovery. These findings will inform the next iteration of SmileyDiscovery, and future evaluation for authentic ML-empowered learning in K-12 STEM classrooms.
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